
The SilmariUion
This is the second part of the article by Jim Allan on bis interpretation 

and extrapolation of one possible form of The oilnarillion, based on the material 
available in Professor Tolkien’s other viorks.

At any rate, the story now turns to those of the Three Kindreds, of the Eldar 
who did journey to the Undying Lands "and lived for ages, and grew fairer and wiser 
and more learned, and invented their magic and their cunning craft in the making of 
beautiful end marvellous things." (11:178/164) l ost of the Kldar dwelt on the 
Ion;; shorn lands of Valinor "Angel-land", east of the mountains, or upon Kiressba 
"the lonely isle" that lay not far from the shores. This region was therefore named 
Eldanar "Elvenhome". Their country was illuminated by the light of the Blessed 
Ilea lie which originated from the Two Trees, Telperion and Laurelin. The light
streamed through Calaciiya "light-cleft", the great ravine in the mount:'ins of 
Valin or, and so came to Bldamar. Galaciryand(e) was "the region of Bldarnr near 
the entrance to the ravine, where the Light was brighter and the land more 
beautiful." (11:62)

Tirion, "great watch-tower" was the name of their city. (r.:65) It stood in 
a sheer valley beneath the Hill of Ilnarin, its lamplii towers mirrored in the

Sha&ownere. (1:247/3^9) Beside its walls there grew a golden tree which shone 
(1:369/402), perhaps a sprout of Laurelin.

The Kld.hr developed a writing system, with characters called tengwar. They 
"had been developed "by the Holder, the kindred of the Eldar most skilled in such 
natters." (111:395/493) It is not certain whether these Holdor are one of the 
original Three Kindreds, probably the Beep—elves, or whether they are' a later 
grouping. "The oldest Eldarin letters" were "the Tengwar of Kurd.1" and "were not 
used in Kiddle-earth. The later letters, the "Fengwar of KSanor, were largely a 
new invention, though they owed something to the letters of HuaiX." They were 
"devised for writing with, brash or pen." "HI:395/4-93} riiis first tongue to be
recorded in writing was gueuya or Kigh-elven, one of the languages of Hldainar.
C m *  405/50$)

"FSanor was the greatest of the Eldar in arts and. lore." (HI:31|3/3S3)
Gamdalf dnrarts of using the pan ?imt£r to "perceive the unimaginable hand and. mind 
of Kean or at work." (H:204/260) Among other wonders FHanor devised a crystal 
substance which he alone could make, and to which he gave the name Silica.. (R:65}
Of it he Bade the ’Three Jewels, the Silnarilli "Silira-flames" and. filled then with 
the radiance of the Ttro Trees. "The jewels were coveted by fToxgoth the Eheasy, 
who stole the» and, after destroying the Trees, took then to fiddle-earth, and 
guarded than in his great fortress of Thaagorodria. (IXXiJIJf/jSS) She element 
ctrcdria in this cane neons "mountain people“ and probably refers to the Cxcs.



Row FSanor was also the "proudest and most seifwilled" of the aider. (111:513/388 
"Against the will of the Valar FSanor forsook the pleased realm and went in exile 
to riddle-earth, leading- with him a great part of his people; for in his pride he 
proposed to recover the Jewels from I.'.orgoth by force." (111:314/388) In order to 
prevent the revolting- Eldar from returning "Varda lifted up • er hands, in obedience 
to the: decree of 1,’anwe, -and summoned up the dark shadows which engulfed the shores 
and the mountains and last of all the fana (figure) of Varda, with her hands turned 
eastwards in rejection, standing white upon Ciolosse." (R:6C) .,hy the ' alar did
not act. openly against 1 orgoth, and why they tried to prevent PBanor and the holder
from so doing- is another subject for speculation.

Upon their return to idrile-e rth the Exiles found others of their' kin: the
These were "these Ildar who, coming to the shores ofSindar or Crey-elves.

. iddle-earth, had not passed over the flea but had lingered on the coasts in the 
country of Beleriand. 'Chere Thingol Greycloak of Doriath was their king."

. boricth appears, to mean simply "The Lands". "In the long twilight their tongue 
bad changed with the changefulness of mortal lands and had become far estranged 
from the Speech of the Eldar from beyond the Sea." (111:406/506) They had invented 
an angular form of writing called cirth "long used only for inscribing names and 
brief memorials upon wood and stone. To that origin they owe their angular shapes, 
very similar to the runes of our own time." (III:395/493) unlike the Tengwar of
the holder there was no systematic relation between the shapes of the characters 
and their values. (1 1 1 :401/501)

One can imagine the jcy with which the Sindar received the high Elves of the 
’.Vest as allies against their enemies, "for those who have dwelt in the blessed Realm 
live at once in both worlds, and against both the Seen and Unseen they have great 
power," (1:235/294)

In peleriand the High Rives found King Thingol dwelling in a "hidden i ingdom" 
in the forest of peldoreth. (is206/260) Other Sindar dwelt in "the hidden city
of Condolin'' ruled by King Turgon. (111:514/308) Gondolin appears to mean "stone 
hills" and ■■Turgon "lord-(of)-stone" which suggests that this city may have 
been dug into the living rock.

To the east of ' eleriand were the Kwarf "cities of t'ogrod and Telegost in the 
Blue fountains." (111:352/438)

Another Elvish city was 1 argothrond, whose king was "Finrod Felagund, Friend- 
of-iien". (111:363/455) His sister was "Gftladriel, greatest of V.'lven worsen" ...
"and one of the princes and queens who Lad led the revolting Koldor to e:;.ile in 
Fiddle-earth." (ii:60) At least, Cal ad riel was the Sindarin form of her uenya 
name, Altariel. (R:58) "For the Exiles, dwelling- among the more numerous Grey-elves,
had adopted the Sindarin for daily use;" and hence their names mostly appear in 
Sindarin form. Finrod and Galadriel were "of the royal house of Finarphir"; (ill:406)



and Galadriel's golden hair shows her to have been of the House of Finroh. It is 
net clear whether the two are synonymous. For is it clear whether Finiod was one 
of the Exiles, or a Gindarin prince who had remained in riddle-earth when his sister 
had departed over the sea, and was still there when she returned. If the former 
is true, it would appear that Fargothrond was a fortress built, or at least occupied, 
mainly by the High Fives after their return. Finrod may have succeeded Ffianor ns 
lord over the Exiles, since the former disappears from the story, probably slain 
in one of the early conflicts with the forces of Eorgoth.

Galadriel took as husband "Celebom, kinsman of Thingol, one of the Pindar." 
(ill:363/452; 32:60) She is said to have passed over the mountains "ere the fall 
of Kiargothrond or Gondolin." (1:372/462), hut which mountains are referred to is riot 
clear.

The conflict with J.Iorgoth was not the sole concern to the Elves, who seem to 
have had some periods of breathing space. It was probably in one of these that 
"the Cirth, partly under the influence of the Tengwar of the Noldor, were rearranged 
and further developed. Their richest and most ordered form was known as the 
Alphabet of Daeron, since in Elvish tradition it was said to have been devised by 
I)aeron, the minstrel and lore-master to King Thingol of Doriath." (111:397/493)

In a letter dated January 30> 193°: Tolkien's friend C. S. Lewis wrote that 
Tolkien was "the author of the voluminous unpublished metrical romances and of the 
maps, companions to them, showing the mountains of Dread and Kargothrond the city 
of Gres." (*12) If Lewis is not in error here, it would appear that Kiargothrond was 
captured, or at least occupied after its fall, by Ores. To its fall Tolkien refers 
twice, (is330/442; 372/462) This may have been the first calamity in what became 
the general pattern of "the hopeless war of the Eldar and the Edain against 
Thangorodrim, in which they were at last utterly defeated," Those whom the Eldar 
called Atanl or'Edain, "Fathers of Ken", were essentially three peoples of Ken who, 
coming first to the West of Middle-earth into Eeleriand and to the shores of the 
Great Sea, became the allies of the Eldar against the Enemy." (1:206/260; 111:314/388; 
406/506) They were known as the Three Houses of the Elf-friends, and those noted 
had names of Sindarin form. (111:406/507)

First there is Hurin of whom we know nothing save his name. (1:284/355)
Hador the Goldenhaired, the Elf-friend, was the founder of the Third House of the 
Edain, (11*287/364; IIIi314/389) Turin was later remembered in "the Numerorean 
tale of Tiirin and Mia the Dwarf" of which the poem "The Hoard" "seems to contain 
echoes," (T.B.iS; 53ff)

Of Beren there is much more information. In one of the battles against 
Korgoth, perhaps indeed during the fall of Nargothrcnd, Barahir of the First House 
of the Edain was slain; but Beren his son escaped through great peril, fighting an



evil thing in spider-form, a child of tJngoliant, in the Mountains of Terror in 
Boriath. (11:322/422; 111:314/538) It may have been at this tine that "Finrod 
Felagund, Friend-of-Men, once king of Kargothrond ... gave his life to saVe Beren.’1 
(111:363/453)

Once over the Fountains, Beren came into Thingol's hidden kingdom in the 
forest p.f Feldoreth. Lost, he wandered among the leaves walking alone and in 
sorrow by the enchanted river Esgalduin. Then, in a. glade beside the river, lit 
only by the moonlight, Eeren beheld the form of a beautiful maiden singing and 
dancing upon the greensward, amid the hemlocks to the music of an unseen pipe, It
is said that this maiden "was the fairest ... that has ever been among all the 
children of this world. As the stars above the masts of the Forthem lands was 
her lovliness, and her face was a shining light." kis weary feet healed by 
enchantment, Eeren hastened forth. But the maiden fled away lightly leaving him 
to roam ever listening throughout the now silent forest.

Often as he continued his search, did he think to hear the sound of feet, 
or of music welling underground, yet never did he find her. Fall passed, and then 
winter, and still he continued searching. Cnee he saw her dancing on a, hill-top 
far away, her mantle glinting in the moon and a mist of silver at her feet.

But then winter passed 3he came again and her song’ released the sudden spring. 
Eeren. saw her, the elven flowers springing about her feet, and was a. second tine 
healed of his weariness and sought to join her in her ’dance. Again she fled but he 
followed swiftly. "Tinuviel, Tinuviel¡" he called, for that is the Elvish fox 
"nightingale". She halted and stood listening for a moment, as and she did so his 
voice laid a spell on her. Eeren came to her and her doom fell upon her. That 
immortal maiden of elvish wisdom wrapped her hair and her aims about him and Eeren 
saw the trembling starlight of the skies mirrored in her eyes. (1 :203-6/258-6 1; 
1 1 :332/422)

T'ow Eeren was only a mortal man, hut Tinuviel was Luthien the daughter of 
king Thingol himself and "her mother was Felian of the people of the Valar."
(it is not clear from this whether ; elian was actually one of the Valar herself, or 
whether the "peonle of the Valar" refers to the Exiles, to some group among them, 
or to yet another race.) One can imagine the shock and horror with which Thingol 
and his kin learned of this love which had come into being. Thingol did agree 
tq give his daughter to “eren, but only in exchange for the recovery of one of the 
Silmarils, an apparently impossible task since not all the power of the High Elves 
and Sindar combined had come near to accomplishing it.

kany sorrows befell Eeren and Luthien, and they were parted long. Yet, in 
the end, fantastically, Tinuviel rescued Beren from the dungeons of Sauron, a servant 
of Morgoth, and together they passed through great dangers, and cast down even the 
Great Enemy from his throne, and took from his iron crown one of the three EiInaril3



to oe t..e bride-price. And 1'eren also, either then or at another time, recovered 
at ¿reat peril the ring which Felagund of Kargothrond gave to Larahir Eeren* s' father, 
(1:206/261; 111:514/389; 322/400; 363/453)

For the present one can hut speculate on hov.r Beren could have achieved ouch
deed or in

uiai. unown a:
what manner he lost a hand, or at least the use of it, and was from 
"Beren One-hand". (111:229/261;

So Beren won his trifle and was for a time happy. "Yet at the last heron was 
slain by the ,,olf that came from the gates of Angband, and died in the arms, of 
Tinuviel. But she chose mortality, and to die from the world, so that she might 
follow him. ... So it is that Luthien Tiriiviel alone of the Elf-kindred Jof the First 
Age3 died and left the world, and they ... lost her whom they most loved. ... And it 
is sung that they met again beyond the Sundering Seas, and after a brief time 
walking alive once more in the green woods, together they passed, long ago, beyond 
the confines of this world." (I:206/261)

I confess to finding this last rather obscure. That Luthien would have to 
die a mortal death to partake of the future life of resurrected mortals appears to 
be part of it, but these last lines also suggest some immediate resurrection.

"Ci Beren and Luthien was horn Dior Thin&ol1s heir." yior's title fugresta 
that yhingol himself soon fell victim to the continuing war and was succeeded by his 
grandson.

Bow for another mortal hero, Tuor. 'Tuor was the son of Hu or of the Bouse of
Kador, the Third House of the L’dain, and the most renowned in the wars with I.orgoth, 
Like Beren he married an Riven wife, "Idril Celebrindal ... the daughter of Turgon, 
king of the hidden city of Gondolin." But apparently, unlike Luthien, she did not 
take upon her mortality. "Litrendil the I.ariner was their son." (1 1 1 :314/589)

"E&rendil ... was bom in Gondolin before its fall," (1:256/319) Swords were 
made in Gondolin for the wars with the Ores, and two in particular were remembered. 
"The first is Crcrist, 'the Goblin-cleaver' in the ancient tongue of Gondolinj it 
was a famous blade" which killed hundreds of Ores "in its time when the fair elves 
of Gondolin hunted them in the hills or did ba.ttle before their walls." The Ores 
"called it simply Biter." The other sword was Glamdring, "Foe-hammer", that the 
king of Gondolin wore. The Ores "called it Beater, and hated it worse, than liter 
if possible." But despite these weapons and the valiant defence made by its inhabits-.] 
in the end "dragons and {orcsj destroyed that city." (H:62/6lf; 75/72)

But EHrendil at least survived its fall. He was "wedded to Elwing the Y.hite 
the daughter of Dior who had in her keeping the silmaril. (1:206/261; III:314/588f) 
E&rendil means "Sea-friend" or "Sea-lover" and Efirendil sought to sail to the Blessed 
Realm and obtain help there from the Valar against Borgoth.

In a place called Arvemien he built a swan-prowed boat of timber felled in 
Ulmbrsthil| a boat with silver sails and silver lanterns. Fully armed in the



richest gear and wearing an emerald -upon his breast, Earendil set out on his quest. 
From the ice channels of the North to the hot wastes of the South he journeyed 
bdv*ildered and confused, in search of the correct route. At last, over starless 
waters, he cane to night of IIaught, the barrier of shadow laid down by Varda. Lut 
there angry winds lashed him, and drove him blindly back east to the shores from 
which he had first departed,

'Them there came to him his wife Elwing, bearing with her the Silmaril, shining 
more bright than a diamond, She bound it upon him, crowning him with living light. 
Then, dauntless, with the Silmaril on his brow, he turned about and again set sail. 
Eight fell, and there arose a wind from Tarmenel which bore him before its blast 
tack again to the Shadows, But now, with the power of the Silmaril, he passed 
through Evernight and out of the mists of the world.

And so he heard the roaring of surf rolling pebbles of gold and bright jewels 
on a pearl beach; and he saw vith his own eyes the fountain rise before him, and 
below it the land of Eldamar, from whence came the Exiles so long before. There 
he beached his ship in the white havens and entered at last the city of Tirion.
Great was the welcome they gave him there, and much did he learn from Elvish sages. 
They clothed him in white amd sent seven lights before him through the Calaciryand, 
the light-cleft, which led into the yet hidden interior. E&rendil followed and so 
came in the end to the timeless halls of Ilmarin where J/.anwe ruled. There, speaking 
as ambassador for both Elves and Men he obtained the help by which Morgoth was 
overthrown.

Earendil was not permitted to return to mortal lands. Instead, they built a 
new ship for him of mithril and of elven-glass withour oar or sail. Tut upon its 
silver mast was set the Silmaril by Varda herself. For him she made immortal wings 
and laid on him the destiny of sailing the shoreless skies as the Morning and 
Evening Star, most beloved of Elves, the Flammifer of Westemesse. From the lofty 
hills of Evereven his wings bore him and his ship up from beyond the Fountain Wall 
before the Sun. Gver Middle-earth he passed as a sign of hope to the dwellers there 
opressed by the Great Enemy or his servants. This was his fate, till moon should 
fade, to be ever more a. herald of hope. (1:246-9/303—11; 330/472; 314/339)

And thus, at Efirendil's request, the Valar came in their power to Middle-earth. 
Among them was OromU the Great. (111:113/138) Then, "the First Age ended with the 
Great Battle in which the Host of Valinor broke Thangorodrim and over-threw Morgoth. 
(111:363/452) In this battle "Beleriand was for the most part drowned and broken;" 
(111:406/507) "and the ancient [bwarf] cities of I-Togrod and Belegost in the Blue 
Mountains were ruined." (111:352/439) "The Elves deemed that evil was ended for 
ever, and it was not so." (1:256/319)

Then the Valar gave permission for the Exiles to return again over the Sea, if 
they wished, except for Galadriel, "the last survivor of the princes and queens who



had led the revolting Uoldor to exile in Kiddle-earth. ... A ban was set upon her 
return. ... She replied proudly that she had no wish to do so," (R:60)

"The sons of E&rendil were Elros and Elrond, the Peredhil or I'alf-elven.
In then alone the line of the heroic chieftains of the Edain in the First age was 
preserved, ... At the end of the First Age the Valar gave to the Half-elven an 
irrevocable choice to which kindred they would belong. Elrond chose to be of 
Riven-kind, and became a master of wisdom. To him therefore was granted the same 
grace as to those of the High Elves that still lingered in Kiddle-earth; that when 
weary at last of the mortal lands they could take ship from the Grey Havens and pass 
into the Uttermost Test. ... But to the children of Elrond a choice was also 
appointed; to pass with him from the circles of the world; or if they remained to 
become mortal and die in Middle-earth.

"Elros chose to be of Man-kind and remain with the Edain; but a great life-span 
was granted to him many times that of lesser men.

"As a reward for their sufferings in the cause against Korgoth, the Guardians 
of the 7/orld, granted to the Edain" (ill:514f/389f)> "To the Elf-friends that they 
also, as the Eldar, might pass west over Sea. But since the Undying Realm was 
forbidden to them, a great isle was set apart for them, most westerly of all mortal 
lands," (111:406/507) "removed from the dangers of Middle-earth." (1 1 1 :315/390)

In the first year of the Second Age the Grey Havens were founded, (111:364/455) 
"There dwelt Cardan the Shipwright." (111:315/396) "Then most of the i.'oldor returned 
into theinto the Far West and dwelt in Eres38a within sight of Valinor; and many 
of the Sindar went over Sea also." Also in the first year Lindon was founded, a 
kingdom in the remnant of Beleriand. For "in the beginning of this age many of the 
High Elves still remained. Most of these dwelt in Lindon west of the Ered Luin 
{blue Mountains"]. ... In Lindon north of the Lune dwelt Gil-galad, last heir of 
the kings of the Holdor in Exile. He was acknowledged as High King of the Elves 
of the West. In Lindon south of the Lune dwelt for a time Celebom, kinsman of 
Thingol," and hi3 wife Galadriel. (III:363f/452f)

"most of the Elf-friends" (111:406/507) ... "set sail over the Sea, and guided 
by the Star of Edrendil came to the great Isle of Sienna, westernmost of all Mortal 
lands" (111:315/390) in the year S.A. 32 (111:364/453) "There they founded the 
realm of"' (111:315/390) "Hdmenor (Westemesse). ... There they became great and 
powerful, mariners of renown and lords of many ships. They were fair of face and 
tall, and the span of their lives wa3 thrice that of the Ken of Middle-earth.
These were the Numenoreans, the Kings of Men, whom the Elves called Dunedain". 
(111:406/507)

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *



bo, tnere 13 what we know 01 The Gilnarillion "set out fair and. square with no 
contradictions," One can hope that more will he revealed in the near future. One 
can, perhaps, also speculate on why it is taking so long.

According to Dick Plots, "One of the snags delaying publication is that the 
stories are written in a Quasi—biblical style. Frofessor Tolkien considers it 
his best, but his publishers disagree. Another problem is that of finding a story 
line to connect all the parts. At the moment (1967) professor Tolkien is 
considering making use of Bilbo again. In the period between The Hobbits sic 

¿l® JdPb-i °̂ ~ the Rings, Bilbo was in Rivendell among all the Elves and Elven 
records and perhaps The Silmarillion will appear as his research in Rivendell." (*4) 
You may recall that annexed to the journal in which Bilbo recorded his journey and 
the beginning of Prodo's adventures were "three large volumes, bound in red leather" 
which made up nis "Translations from the Elvish" and were "almost entirely concerned 
with the Elder Day3." (l:27f/37f)

AI30, Tolkien has never been noted for speed in publication. His translations 
of Pearl and Sir Gawain and the Green Knight were reportedly finished years ago 
except for the introduction, but have yet to see print. in one of his letters 
C. S. Lewi3 calls Tolkien "that great but dilatory and unmethodical man" 
and in another declares, "You have no idea with what laborious midwifery we got 
Lord of the Rings out of him." (*14j And Tolkien himself had admitted, "I love it 
prevision). I am a natural niggler, fascinated by detail." (*1 5)

Another reason for the delay could be hinted at in Tolkien’s words, "they keep 
on expecting a ’Great Book' of me. 'Great Book’, is what they say and expect, and 
it alarms me." (*15) One can see how Tolkien might indeed feel afraid that those 
whose expectations have been raised by LotR might be disappointed by a work that is 
not at least as powerful. Also, most critics find the weakest parts of I.otR to be 
those in which the Hobbits do not appear, or play unimportant parts. At least in 
i960 Tolkien said of The Sijmarillion, "It has no hobbits." (*16)

Then of course there is the necessity of bringing the prequel into full accord 
with LotR. This may not be an easy task. I have read somewhere I cannot now 
trace that originally no Ents appeared in The Silmarillion. Tom pombadil may al3o 
present problems. And it could be that the original poems and stories which make 
up The Silnarillion are not entirely consistent with one another.

I wonder also if, in the writing of LotR Tolkien may not have stolen from the 
plots and incidents in The Silmarillion, and now must revise the former to reduce 
the number of parallels between the two works.

Hopefully, in tine, TKe Silmarillion will appear, and then we can all start 
speculating on The Akallabgth,(that is, The Po7mfall of Lumenor). (*1 7) Of it 
Professor Clyde Kilby has said, "The middle story, that is, of the Second Age of



i ' - -arth, Ls at .¡/.recent o ly one. : c n and --'.citing story. That i;:, it i::. v  I 
Tin- ' ■; length of the ill’ or of the Siimn.rill Lon, -ov - nch nore ">■ 'otno'

■ t now." (-*7 ) '“here is also a third vorh, __n .. his ,, ' "e , der.-:r ■ ■ .
‘.on;; narrative poem set in ' .umoivor." (••<'! a)

and that, .for the moment, is that.
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